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Abstract
Many formulations of scientific realism (SR) include some commitment to metaphysical 
realism (MR). On the other hand, authors like Schlick, Carnap and Putnam held forms of 
scientific realism coupled with metaphysical antirealism (and this has analogies in Kant). 
So we might ask: do scientific realists really need MR? or is MR already implied by SR, 
so that SR is actually incompatible with metaphysical antirealism? And if MR must really 
be added to SR, why is that so? And which additional arguments scientific realists need to 
support it? After reviewing and classifying a number of different kinds of realisms, meta-
physical and not, I answer that SR and MR are logically independent of each other, so that 
there is no logical inconsistency in holding SR while rejecting MR. However, I argue that 
the “no miracle” argument (NMA) not only is the “ultimate” argument for SR, but by the 
same token it also supports MR. Therefore one cannot effectively defend SR without also 
subscribing to MR, but this can be done at no additional argumentative cost. I show this by 
discussing not only the standard version of the NMA, but also three more versions which 
are not usually considered as such in the literature.

Keywords Scientific realism · Metaphysical realism · Empirical realism · Internal realism · 
No miracle argument · Verificationism · Constructivism · Phenomenism · Putnam · 
Schlick · Carnap

1  Scientific and Metaphysical Realism

Many formulations of scientific realism (SR) include some commitment to metaphysi-
cal realism (MR) (for instance, with clauses like “… and theoretical entities exist mind‐
independently”, or “… and theories are true in the correspondence sense”).1 Is this really 
needed? i.e. (a) isn’t MR already implied by SR? And (b) if it is not, is MR necessary 
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to defend SR? In other words, could one consistently hold SR without MR, or even with 
metaphysical antirealism (MAR)? And if so, would SR be defensible without MR, or even 
with MAR? If, instead, scientific realists need or just wish to endorse MR as well, do they 
have good arguments for it?

In 1977 Hilary Putnam argued that one can (and should) hold an “internal” form of 
SR coupled with MAR. But before him even Schlick and Carnap had taken similar views. 
Apparently this makes sense, especially if one takes MR to be a stronger form of realism, 
such that it implies SR without being implied by it.

In my view not only SR&MAR is a logically consistent conjunction, but there is a use-
ful point of view from which SR neither implies nor is implied by MR, so that SAR&MR 
(the conjunction of scientific antirealism and MR) is also consistent, as well as SR&MR 
and SAR&MAR. However, I will argue that SR&MAR is not defensible. This is because, 
as Putnam himself pointed out, the best and probably the only decisive case for SR is the 
“no miracle” argument (NMA), and I maintain that by the same token and with equal force 
the NMA also supports MR. Thus, scientific realists could avoid all metaphysical commit-
ments only by rejecting the NMA, but in so doing they would also cut the branch on which 
they sit. This is why MR is not only not superfluous for them, but also comes at no addi-
tional argumentative costs.

I will show this by discussing not only the typical NMA concluding to the (approxi-
mate) truth of theories from the success of science, but three more arguments which can 
also be called “NMA”, because they argue that MR is the only non-miraculous explanation 
of certain facts about the physical world and our knowledge of it. Therefore scientific real-
ists using the classical NMA are committed at least to the general inferential form of these 
arguments. In so doing I shall also compare the current debate on MR with certain past 
debates on the same subject, and point out that the relationship between SR and MR has 
analogies in those debates.

The first task, therefore, is to understand precisely what SR and MR are, and what their 
logical relationship is. Putnam did not clearly define MR, but characterized it in vague 
and not completely consistent ways. Initially, in addition to contrasting it with “internal” 
realism, he described MR as the “model” according to which “the world consists of some 
fixed totality of mind‐independent objects”, so that “there is exactly one true and complete 
description of ‘the way the world is’”, and “truth involves some sort of correspondence 
relation between word or thought‐signs and external things and sets of things” (1981, 49, 
1977, 123‒125). A few pages later, however, he granted that there can be also a “sophisti-
cated” version of MR: according to the latter the world can be sliced up in different ways, 
like cookies from the dough, or mapped by different projections like the Earth on the plani-
sphere—so that different apparently incompatible theories can be equally correct (1977, 
129‒130, 1981, 73‒74, 1987, 31).

Putnam rejected “hard core” MR, the single true theory version, with his “model‐theo-
retic” argument, according to which all the possible constraints on reference would allow 
many incompatible theories to come out true of the world, which then would remain an 
unknowable noumenon (1977, 125‒127). His critics replied that there are more constraints 
on reference which he did not consider, but we cannot deal with this now. Putnam also 
rejected “sophisticated” MR by arguing that there are so many ways to “slice up” the 
world that no property of the world will be preserved by all the correct theories: therefore 
all properties are merely theory‐relative, and again the world becomes “a mere ‘thing in 
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itself’”.2 As a way out, he then proposed a verificationist reinterpretation of all scientific 
(and everyday) discourse à la Dummett (1977, 127‒129). I criticized Putnam’s second 
argument in (1994, §§ 3.4–3.7), but again I cannot discuss it here, except by noticing that 
Putnam himself later recanted it, going back to a form of sophisticated MR.3

Many years later Putnam acknowledged that his characterizations in (1977) and (1981) 
had been imprecise and even inconsistent, and that “there is a natural understanding of the 
phrase ‘metaphysical realism’ in which it refers to a broad family of positions” (2012, 54, 
62). Since the term is still used in such a vague way, in order to assess the co‐tenability of 
SR and MAR (metaphysical antirealism) we need to bring out at least a core of characters 
shared by most of those positions: something more structured than mere Wittgensteinian 
family resemblances, albeit less rigid than a Carnapian “explicative definition”. The latest 
Putnam eventually identified MR with the conjunction of “(1) the rejection of verification-
ism and (2) the denial of conceptual relativity”4 (2012, 101), and I believe he was substan-
tially right; but to see why, let’s take a short look at the history of the term ‘MR’.

To begin with, of course Putnam was aware that Carnap had considered the classical 
realism about the external world a metaphysical claim, as opposed to merely empirical 
existence claims (1928, §§ 9–10), and the same distinction had been made by Schlick 
(1932b, 1936). So what Putnam meant by ‘MR’ could not be too different from what both 
meant. For them MR could not in principle be empirically supported, hence (given their 
verificationist theory of meaning) it was meaningless. In turn, it couldn’t have escaped 
Schlick or Carnap that Kant too had criticized metaphysics for lacking all empirical sup-
port, but in so doing he had endorsed “empirical realism” within the framework of “tran-
scendental idealism” (i.e., MAR) (1781‒1787, A 369‒370, ff.). Finally, these stands resem-
bled Berkeley’s way to account for everyday physical objects by maintaining that they 
exist, and indeed can be directly perceived, while holding that they are mind‐dependent.

These distinctions are not exactly coincident, but let’s see what they have in common. 
Realism is a claim that some target X (typically a kind of entities) really exists and/or is 
as it appears to be, and that it is really known and really referred to. Thus a realism debate 
appears when doubts arise as to how things and our cognitive relations to them seem to be 
(Alai 1994, 24‒26).

Although the extension of the term ‘MR’ is not precisely defined in current usage, real-
ism tends to be called “metaphysical” when it reacts to very basic and in-principle doubts 
sweeping across the entire reality, or at least one of its main dimensions (like the physical 
world, the sphere of the mental, the realm of abstract entities or that of social objects). This 
tendency probably exists because metaphysics nowadays is commonly understood with two 
main connotations: the classical idea that it concerns the most general and fundamental 
aspects of reality (being as being) and the more recent idea that is undecidable by ordinary 
empirical or rational evidence, for it aims to transcend the subjective limits of knowledge, 
in order to provide the deepest and most objective account of things.

MAR is rarely radical, however, for it would be paradoxical to deny that there exists 
a world at all, or that a physical world (or a mental world, or universals, etc.) exist at all; 
moreover, it would also be paradoxical to deny that we can talk about them or know them 

2 Putnam (1977, 133, 1987, 32) and Alai (1994, 114–118).
3 Alai (1994, §§ 3.4–3.7) and Putnam (1994, 2012, 53–64, 101–102).
4 He certainly meant, more precisely “the denial of conceptual relativism (i.e., of constructivism), since 
conceptual relativity is an undeniable fact. See Sect. 5 below.
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at all.5 More often, therefore, antirealists simply downgrade either the world or some of 
its main dimensions (in short: the WorlD) to a lower degree of reality (existence, and/or 
reference and/or knowledge). Thus they embrace a non‐metaphysical realism, which Kant 
called “empirical” (as opposed to “transcendental”, i.e., metaphysical), and Putnam called 
“internal”.6

Soon we shall see some examples, but first a few details and clarifications. A higher 
degree of reality implies a lower one; therefore we should distinguish non‐metaphysical 
realism, which is compatible with MR, from MAR, which is the negation of MR. Besides, 
various lower and lower degrees of reality may be envisaged with respect to any target X, 
so we may encounter different weaker and weaker levels of realism on X.

MR holds that the WorlD enjoys the highest degree of reality, in spite of the most basic 
and general objections or doubts about it. However, further more specific doubts may arise 
about some particular area x of the WorlD, and then we have a special realism debate about 
x. In these circumstances metaphysical realists may or may not believe that the specific 
objections about x can be answered, and in the latter case they deny that x enjoys the same 
degree of reality as the rest of the WorlD. Obviously MR does not claim that everything 
seemingly real is metaphysically so, but only that the WorlD typically enjoys the highest 
degree of reality, or that at least some putative components of the WorlD do. MAR instead 
holds that nothing is metaphysically real. (More generally, any level of realism about X 
holds that at least some items putatively belonging to X are real at that level).

For instance, the debates on SR are special debates about the unobservable entities pos-
tulated by theories (ue), which arise from very specific objections, like the lack of (direct) 
empirical evidence, the empirical underdetermination of theories or the pessimistic meta‐
induction. A metaphysical realist may or may not believe that these specific problems can 
be solved; if the latter, s/he holds SAR (scientific antirealism)—i.e., she does not believe 
the ue enjoy the highest degree of reality; however s/he may grant they enjoy some lower 
degree of reality. Another metaphysical realist, instead, may believe that only the “scien-
tific image” is real in the strongest sense, i.e. that only the ue are metaphysically real, while 
the “manifest image”, viz. the ordinary observable objects and properties, are not.

Vice versa, metaphysical antirealists advance very general and basic objections, argu-
ing that nothing is metaphysically real, obviously including ue. However, they may or may 
not believe that the special objections concerning the ue can be answered. If the former, 
they hold SR; i.e., they believe that ue enjoy at least the same non‐metaphysical degree of 
reality enjoyed by other entities (typically, in these debates, by ordinary observable objects 
and properties (oop)).

As such, the SR—SAR debate is unconcerned with the more general worries and argu-
ments underlying the MR—MAR debates, and its special problems are left untouched no 
matter what solution is given to those more general debates.

MR is then the claim that the WorlD is real to the highest degree since (a) it exists and 
has properties (b) it can be referred to and (c) it can be known, each in the strongest pos-
sible senses, as I shall detail below. In contrast, SR is the claim that ue enjoy, at the least, 
the highest degree of reality available to the rest of the (physical) world, whatever that 
degree is. In this sense, MR&SR, MR&SAR, MAR&SR, and MAR&SAR are all logically 
consistent conjunctions. In particular, in Sects. 3 and 5 I shall explain how various forms of 

5 Such radical denials are very rare: nihilists deny that anything exists, skeptics deny that we can know any-
thing and eliminative materialists deny that mental entities exist.
6 Kant (1781–1787, A370) and Putnam (1977, 123 ff).
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SR are logically compatible with various forms of MAR, although in Sects. 4 and 6 I shall 
argue that MR, while not implied by SR, is required to support it. In a way, the relation 
between SR and MR is then similar to that between Carnap’s (1950) internal and external 
questions: once a general framework is chosen (i.e., the highest degree of reality enjoyed 
by the WorlD is specified) it must be decided whether ue are part of that framework or not.

The same compatibility between non-metaphysical forms of realism (e.g., SR) and 
MAR characterizing the contemporary debate can be appreciated in older debates. Berke-
ley’s basic worry was that we cannot make sense of external objects starting from our 
internal ideas, so he denied that oop (ordinary objects and properties) are mind‐independ-
ent: this denial was his MAR. However, he then granted that oop exist mind‐dependently, 
and this was his non‐metaphysical realism.

Kant’s general problem was that the WorlD cannot be taken to correspond to our a priori 
forms of intuition and thought, so he denied that the WorlD in itself is as we perceive and 
conceptualize it, holding that things are mere “phenomena”: this was his MAR. However 
he maintained that phenomena can be “objective”—i.e., their appearance is necessary and 
universally valid—and this was his non‐metaphysical realism. Moreover, in this way he 
was able to defend a special realism about oop, arguing against Berkeley that, although 
phenomenical, they are actually “external”.

The neopositivists’ basic and wide‐sweeping objection was that since sentences cannot 
have truth conditions, but only verification conditions, we cannot talk about any verifica-
tion‐transcendent reality (any reality “in itself”), but only about our experiences (MAR). 
However, they thought all the sentences of science and commonsense keep their truth value 
when understood verificationistically (non‐metaphysical realism). In particular, they held 
a special realism on ue, maintaining that sentences about them, once verificationistically 
interpreted, could be confirmed (hence accepted as true) in spite of possible antirealist 
doubts.

Putnam’s basic objections included both the model‐theoretic argument for the indeter-
minacy of reference and the idea, very similar to Kant’s, that our conceptual schemes veil 
the metaphysical nature of things. Still he thought that once reference and truth are under-
stood verificationistically we can assert pretty much the same sentences as usual, and in 
particular sentences about ue can be upheld against the specific worries of SAR.

2  Different Kinds of Realist Claims

2.1  Ontologic Claims

Let’s now review in more details various forms of realist claims, both metaphysical and 
not. There are three main kinds: ontologic, semantic and epistemic. Possible ontologic real-
ist claims about a target X are the following:

OR1: X exists (rather than not existing).
OR2: X is irreducible to something else (i.e. it is a fundamental constituent of reality); 
for instance physical objects are not just ideas (the physical is not reducible to the men-
tal), or mental states are not just brain states (the mental is not reducible to the physical).
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OR3: X exists objectively, i.e. independently of being perceived, conceptualized, 
thought or known.7 This is often phrased as being mind‐independent, and typically what 
is objective is also mind‐independent. However, this is not always the case: e.g., a state 
of mind is (obviously) mind‐dependent, but it is objective since it exists independently 
of being known or even noticed by anybody, including the subject or her psychoanalyst. 
Conversely, for intuitionists mathematical entities are not mental entities, but their exist-
ence depends on their being constructed by thought.

Further ontologic realist claims are:

OR4: X has properties, or relations, or a certain nature, structure or constitution (in 
short: properties).
OR5: X’s properties are irreducible to something else. For instance, emergentism holds 
that biological properties are irreducible to chemical or physical properties, that mental 
properties are irreducible to physical properties, etc.
OR6: X’s properties are objective (in the sense of OR3). For instance, Einstein et  al. 
(1935) held that certain properties of particles are independent of measurement.

Therefore, OR1 is entailed by each of OR2–OR6, but not vice versa; OR4 is entailed by 
OR5 and OR6, but not vice versa. The negation of each of OR1–OR6 is a possible form of 
ontologic antirealism.

If X is the WorlD, OR1 and OR4 are not usually seen as realist claims, because eve-
rybody agrees that the WorlD exists and has properties, and a doctrine counts as realist 
only when it is not plainly accepted by everybody. Instead, existence and the possession 
of properties may be questioned for more specific targets. However idealists deny that the 
WorlD exists objectively, and Kant denies that its properties are objective. On the other 
hand, Berkeley rejects OR2 on the physical world, claiming that it is mind‐dependent, 
while reductionist materialists reject OR2 on the mental world, claiming that it is reducible 
to the physical world. All of these are forms of ontologic MAR. In contrast, ontologic MR 
consists of OR2–OR6 concerning the WorlD.

2.2  Semantic Claims

Some debates between realism and antirealism concern semantics, i.e., whether it is even 
possible for us (or for language) to refer to a certain target X. Since these debates stem 
from general worries concerning the functioning of language, they apply to everything we 
can talk about, i.e., to the entire WorlD. For this reason I consider semantic realism as a 
form of MR, and semantic antirealism as a form of MAR, and Putnam considered semantic 
realism as the first component of MR (2012, 101).

There is a trivial, or “internal”, sense of ‘referring’ in which there is no question that 
we refer to things.8 For instance, Putnam says that if ‘refers’ is not a primitive notion of 
semantics, but is introduced à la Tarski, then it is a tautology that ‘cow’ refers to cows, or 
‘electron’ refers to electrons (1977, 128). So, granting reference in this trivial sense is a 
form of “internal” (non‐metaphysical) semantic realism. Instead, semantic MR holds that 

8 More precisely, in which everybody agrees that we refer to any existent thing for which we have a word.

7 Notice, this is not how Kant uses the term ‘objective’, for he understands it as ‘intersubjectively valid’.
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we really refer to the apparent referents, as opposed to something else or to nothing at all. 
In these examples what MR claims and MAR denies is that the words ‘cow’ and ‘electron’ 
in their second occurrence (in which they are used rather than mentioned) actually refer to 
(respectively) the snow and electrons (Putnam 1978a, 27‒33, 1977, 128). Semantic MAR 
is backed by (or basically consists of) verificationism, according to which the meaning of 
sentences consists in their conditions of verification, where ‘verification’ may mean either 
an infallible proof (strict verification), or just a fallible confirmation, or simply appropriate 
assertibility. For verificationism any statement of the form ‘s is P’ does not mean that s is 
P, but that certain conditions obtain in which ‘s is P’ is verified, or confirmed, or assert-
ible. Depending on how these conditions are understood, we get three different varieties of 
verificationism:

phenomenist verificationism: What verifies or confirms sentences are sensations, there-
fore sentences refer not to their apparent referents, but just to sensations;
reductionist verificationism: What verifies or confirms sentences (including those about 
ue) are observable states of things, therefore sentences don’t refers to their apparent 
(unobservable) referents but to observable things and states;
assertibiblity verificationism: There are no particular things that verify or confirm sen-
tences, but just conditions in which sentences are correctly assertible by the conventions 
ruling the linguistic practice of the relevant scientific community or social group; so, a 
sentence S does not refer to its apparent referents, but simply says that conditions are 
such that S is assertible (Putnam 1977, 127‒129).

Phenomenist and reductionist verificationism have been held by various neopositivists.9 
As explained by Putnam, for them there was still “a basis of hard facts” (i.e., of objec-
tive things) about which language speaks (respectively, sensations, and observable states 
of things). Instead assertibility verificationism, held by Putnam himself and based on Dum-
mett’s theory of meaning, is “verificationist all the way down”, without any rock bottom 
of objective verification conditions (Putnam 1977, 127‒129). This is why from Putnam’s 
(1977) point of view language only speaks of irreducibly subjective assertibility condi-
tions, i.e., of the judgments of a certain linguistic community (a disciplinary community or 
other social group).10 In practice, a sentence ‘S’ says that everything is as if ‘S’ were true 
as far as the linguistic practice of the relevant community is concerned. Instead, semantic 
MR holds that meanings consist of truth conditions, so sentences really refer to their appar-
ent (material and/or unobservable and/or objective) referents.

It might be objected that verificationism is not an “as if” position: in fact, Michael Dum-
mett took the cue for his verificationism (subsequently adopted by Putnam) from intuition-
ism in the philosophy of mathematics. Moreover, intuitionism seems a form of verification-
ism, because it holds that theorems are true if and only if they are proved, and false if and 
only if their negation is proved. However, for intuitionists mathematical entities constructed 

9 In their famous debate on protocols of 1931–1932 Schlick argued for the former, and Neurath for the lat-
ter. Carnap originally sided with Schlick, later concluding that both views were conventionally acceptable.
10 Insisting that the conditions in which a sentence S is assertible are still objective states of things would 
be going back to a verificationism with a “basis of hard facts”. Putnam’s verificationism “all the way down” 
presupposes that although the assertibility of S in any particular circumstance depends on the current state 
of things, there is no set C of objectively described states of things such that S will always be considered 
assertible exactly when a member of C obtains.
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by acceptable methods are real and mathematical theorems proved by acceptable methods 
are true. Therefore their discourse about mathematics is not “as if”, hence—the objection 
concludes—verifcationism is not an “as if” position.11

Nonetheless, intuitionism differs in an important sense from verificationism: in factual 
knowledge verification conditions fall short of truth conditions in principle; therefore if 
meaning consists of verification conditions (as verificationists believe) uttering ‘S’ actually 
means that ‘S’ is verified, confirmed, or assertible, not that S, nor that ‘S’ is true. Hence 
language does not speak of its apparent referents. Instead, in formal knowledge, like math-
ematics, proving that S in principle guarantees that ‘S’ is true; therefore saying that ‘S’ 
is proved is nothing less than saying that S, i.e., that ‘S’ is true. Therefore by identifying 
truth with proof in mathematics one does not speak “as if”, but by extending this identifi-
cation to factual discourse one does. Since all forms of verificationism reduce meaning to 
conditions which fall more or less short of truth, they are “as if” positions, but intuition-
ism is not, because it is not a form of verificationism. No doubt, intuitionism is antirealist, 
because it denies that ‘S’ might be true even if not proved, and that an entity might exist 
even if not constructed. So, intuitionism is rather a form of ontologic antirealism, denying 
that mathematical entities exist and have certain properties objectively (i.e., denying OR3 
and OR6 on mathematical entities).

All forms of verificationism entail that the ontologic realist claims (as well as their 
negations) are inexpressible, and the sentences OR1–OR6 which purportedly express them 
are not false, but meaningless: since we cannot actually speak about X, we cannot make 
any meaningful claim about either X’s existence or properties. Therefore ontologic MR 
presupposes semantic MR.

However, verificationists grant that sentences like OR1–OR6 are perfectly meaningful 
and quite possibly true, once reinterpreted in what they take to be their correct meaning. 
For instance, Schlick held phenomenist verificationism, but he claimed that ‘There exists a 
castle in the park’ is meaningful and true in the sense that we do have a number of castle‐
like sensations. He also granted that.

(T)  That castle was there tonight even when nobody observed it

is meaningful and true, hence also its consequence

(T′)  That castle exists mind‐independently

is meaningful and true, in the sense that (a) we had castle‐like sensations yesterday; (b) we 
had perfectly similar castle‐like sensations this morning; (c) in the past we never witnessed 
castle‐like (or generally material‐like sensations) disappearing and then reappearing in a 
few hours, except in concomitance with bombing‐like sensations or similar; and in par-
ticular (d) we never witnessed castle‐like (or generally material‐like sensations) disappear-
ing in concomitance with sentient‐beings‐going‐away‐like sensations. Therefore, (T) and 
(T′) are true, but they do not speak about the castle, only about sensations (a)–(d) (Schlick 
1932b, 50, passim). By the same token Carnap (1936, 87‒88) and Schlick (1936, 367‒368) 
claimed that sentences like

11 I owe this objection to an anonymous referee.
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(S)  If all minds should disappear from the universe, the stars would still go on in their 
courses

and therefore also

(S′)  Stars exist mind‐independently

are verifiable, hence are meaningful, but only in a sense analogous to (a)–(d).12 Accord-
ing to Schlick the sentence ‘the world will continue to exist after my death’ is empirically 
confirmed, and “the mistake of the solipsist or idealist consists in rejecting this empirical 
[i.e., verificationist] interpretation and looking for some metaphysical issue behind it; but 
all their efforts to construct a new sense of the question end only in depriving it of its old 
one” (1936, 368).

For phenomenist verificationists our sentences actually refer to sensations, while for 
reductionist verificationsts they refer to observable states of things (even if those sentences 
apparently concern ue): there follows that the sentence OR2 no longer expresses the claim 
that that X (e.g. the WorlD) is irreducible, while OR5 no longer expresses the claim that X 
has irreducible properties, and these claims become inexpressible. For assertibility verifi-
cationists our sentences do not refer to objective states of affairs: this entails that the sen-
tence OR3 no longer expresses the claim that X (e.g. the WorlD) is objective, while OR6 
no longer expresses the claim that X has objective properties, and these claims become 
inexpressible. Thus, in general, verificationism makes metaphysical claims inexpressible.

2.3  Epistemic Claims

The third kind of realist claims is epistemic: these claims hold that the existence and/or the 
properties of X can be known. Since knowledge consists of justified true beliefs,13 know-
ing X entails having beliefs about X, which in turn entails being able to refer to X, either 
in the trivial or in the realist sense. Further, the truth of beliefs may be understood either 
in the classic sense of the correspondence with facts (Ctruth), or in some weaker epistemic 
sense (Etruth), like verification, high confirmation, assertibility here and now, assertibility 
at the ideal limit of research, coherence with other claims, or pragmatic success. Thus, we 
can distinguish strong knowledge (Sknowledge), which entails realist reference and truth as 
correspondence (Ctruth), and weak knowledge (Wknowledge), which requires merely trivial 
reference and epistemic truth (Etruth). Accordingly, one can hold either

strong epistemic realism: X and/or its properties can be known in the strong sense 
(Sknown),
or
weak epistemic realism: X and/or its properties can be known in the weak sense 
(Wknown).

12 Alai (2016, 43). See also Carnap (1963 § 4A, 1967b, p. xi).
13 This is the classic conception knowledge, which I will follow here not only for the sake of simplicity and 
because it has been accepted for centuries, but also because it can still be defended, even in the face of Get-
tier’s objections and the ensuing debates: see Alai (2015).
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When X is the WorlD, strong epistemic realism counts as epistemic MR, which is 
rejected by Kant, idealists and constructivists, who accept only weak epistemic realism. 
However, both epistemic MR and MAR are compatible with both epistemic realism and 
antirealism on some special targets. For instance, epistemic MR is compatible with believ-
ing that ue cannot be Sknown or that they cannot be known at all, even if other things 
can (i.e., epistemic MR is compatible with epistemic SAR). Conversely, epistemic MAR is 
compatible with believing that ue can be Wknown as much as other things (i.e., it is com-
patible with epistemic SR).

Since Sknowledge entails actual realist reference, epistemic MR entails semantic MR. 
Moreover, as noted, ontologic MR presupposes semantic MR, because verificationism 
makes ontologic claims inexpressible. On the other hand, since Sknowldge entails Ctruth 
(i.e., Sknowledge is factive), claims to Sknow entail corresponding ontologic claims:

1. that X is Sknown to exist entails that (OR1) X exists
2. that X is Sknown to exist irreducibly or objectively entails that X exists irreducibly 

(OR2), or objectively (OR3), respectively.
3. that X is Sknown to have irreducible or objective properties, entails that X has irreduc-

ible (OR5) or objective properties (OR6), respectively.
4. that X’s properties are Sknown to be so and so entails that they are so and so.
5. that X’s properties are Sknown to be irreducibly or objectively so and so entails that they 

are irreducibly or objectively so and so, respectively.

In particular, a claim to Sknow that X is metaphysically real (ontologically, semantically 
and/or epistemically) entails MR about X. Obviously the same does not hold for Wknowl-
edge, and the converse of implications 1‒5 does not hold either. However, by Grice’s 
(1975) “conversational maxims” one is not supposed to assert that S unless one believes 
that s/he knows that S (i.e., unless s/he believes that ‘S’ is true and that s/he is justified 
in believing it). Therefore the assertion that S pragmatically implicates that the subject 
knows that S. In everyday discourse, or for practical purposes, it might be pragmatically 
correct for a subject to assert that S without believing that s/he Sknows that S, but only that 
s/he Wknows that S. However, philosophical claims, in particular MR claims, pragmati-
cally implicate Sknowledge, because if one believed simply that s/he Wknew about X, s/he 
couldn’t trust that his/her knowledge actually concerned X rather than some verificationist 
surrogate of it, or that it concerned the objective properties of X rather than merely some 
subject‐dependent properties of X.

3  Scientific Realism and Ontologic or Semantic Metaphysical 
Antirealism

Now I shall examine some typical ways in which SR is consistently held together with 
MAR (or simply without MR). For example, Berkeley took a metaphysically antirealist 
but empirically realist stand about oop (ordinary observable objects and properties), 
denying that they exist mind‐dependently, i.e., irreducibly (OR2), but granting that they 
exist (OR1) in a mind‐dependent way, as sets of actual or possible sensations (APS). 
We call this “phenomenism” about oop. Could one do the same with ue? That is, could 
one hold both that the physical world is mind-dependent (ontologic MAR) and that ue 
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and their properties exist, at least as sets of APS? It seems that this wouldn’t be possi-
ble, because ue cannot be sensed: we have oop‐sensations, but no ue‐sensations.

Perhaps, however, both the existence of ue and their irreducibility and objectivity 
(i.e., ontologic SR) can be joined with semantic MAR, more or less as neopositivists 
did with the existence of oop like a castle or the stars: one can accept the sentences ‘ue 
exist’ and ‘ue exist objectively and mind‐independently’ but interpret them verification-
istically. Thus one would simply assert the obtaining of the verification conditions of 
those sentences—i.e., of certain sets of APS (according to phenomenists) or of certain 
observable states of things (according to reductionists) or of certain assertibility condi-
tions (according to assertibility verificationists). One would then add (as Schlick did 
in the above quotation) that any effort to give those sentences a different realist sense 
would be in vain.

It might be objected that this would no longer be a form of SR but rather a form of posi-
tivism or instrumentalism, for it would reduce ue to sets of APS or to oop or to assertibil-
ity conditions. However, this would be considered a form of SAR only from the currently 
more common metaphysical realist conception of the oop, because from such a viewpoint 
reducing the ue to sets of APS or to oop or to assertibility conditions would make them less 
real than the oop. However, if one is verificationist across the board this objection loses it 
bite.

Moreover, in defence of the co-tenability of ontologic SR with semantic MAR, one 
might notice that any claim about ue is verified (or confirmed) not just by one experiment, 
but by an open number of different possible experiments and observations; hence, its mean-
ing does not consist of just one set of APS or one observable state of things, but in many 
sets of APS or actual or possible states of things; moroever, such sets are not reducible to 
their members, therefore speaking of any ue in this way is not speaking only of sensations 
or of observable states of things.

Still, there is a problem: this strategy identifies ue with sets of actual and merely pos-
sible (i.e., counterfactual) sensations or observable states of things—but how could verifi-
cationists account for modalities and counterfactuals? As pointed out by Dummett (1959), 
counterfactual claims need categorical truthmakers, and in this case the most obvious can-
didates are categorical statements about mind‐independent and irreducible ue. For instance, 
part of the verificationist meaning of ‘there are charged particles in this apparatus’ is that 
if I were to run certain experiments I would get certain observable results. But what makes 
this counterfactual conditional true or false, except the actual existence or non‐existence of 
those particles?

An answer in the neopositivist vein is that possible and necessary are that which is 
allowed and prescribed, respectively, by empirically confirmed laws (i.e., what happens in 
some and all, respectively, state descriptions compatible with empirically confirmed laws). 
Thus, talk of ue is grounded in confirmed empirical laws, just as it was Schlick’s and Car-
nap’s the talk of so-called “mind‐independent” physical bodies in the previous examples of 
the castle and the stars.

To this one might rejoin that empirical laws are confirmed just by past sensations or 
observations, hence for verificationists they are nothing but descriptions of those sensa-
tions or observations; therefore, again, ue are ultimately reduced to sensations or observ-
able states of things. Once more, however, verificationists could reply that what confirms 
those laws, what constitutes their meaning, is not any single set of sensations or observa-
tions, but very complex sets of sets thereof. Therefore even ue are not completely reducible 
to any one set of sensations or observable conditions, and this counts as an (albeit weak) 
form of realism about them.
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In fact, in Testability and Meaning (1936) Carnap showed that no number of claims 
about APS can exhaust the meaning of one claim about oop, and in The Theoretician’s 
Dilemma (1958) Hempel showed that discourse about ue is not reducible to discourse 
about observable states of things. This raises a very serious concern about verification-
ism, for if the meaning of discourse about oop transcends sensations, which supposedly 
provide its verification or confirmation conditions, and if the meaning of discourse about 
ue transcends possible observations, which supposedly provide its verification or confirma-
tion conditions, it becomes unclear why and how meaning should consist of verification 
or confirmation conditions. Aside from this concern, however, so far we haven’t found any 
conclusive argument against the compatibility of verificationist MAR and ontologic SR.

Another way to join SR with MAR might be this: supposed an idealist held either that 
the WorlD exists and has properties only in thought (like Hegel), or that only abstract enti-
ties really exist (like Plato). Then in the first case s/he could claim that ue exist (merely) 
as models created by scientists and existing in their minds (i.e., as creatures of Popper’s 
(1978) “World 2”), and in the second case that they exist in the realm of abstract enti-
ties (i.e., as creatures of Popper’s “World 3”). Admittedly, by our prevailing standards this 
would be a rather weak kind of acceptance of ue; yet, it would still be a form of SR if s/
he claimed that these models are robust and stable constructions, since they are postulated 
by well confirmed theories, and they (or approximately similar models) will be preserved 
throughout the future developments of science. This claim, in fact, would be challenged 
by scientific antirealists, on the grounds that (a) because of empirical underdetermination 
these models cannot be sufficiently well confirmed, and (b) they are not stable, since the 
pessimistic meta‐induction shows that current theories will be abandoned in the future. 
Thus, in the face of such a SAR, the claim that ue are robust and stable constructions would 
be a form of SR.

Summing up, we have seen how certain instances of ontologic SR can be consistently 
held in conjunction with certain forms of MAR. These are just some possible examples 
of joint SR and MAR, and probably other examples are possible. A fortiori, it would cer-
tainly be consistent to hold SR while simply remaining agnostic about MR. However, now 
we shall see that such a position would be very hard to defend, and scientific realists may 
almost be compelled to accept MR.

4  Metaphysical Antirealism and the “No Miracle” Arguments

Putnam claimed that realism “is the only philosophy that doesn’t make the success of sci-
ence a miracle” (1975, 73), and the inference from the need to explain the success of theo-
ries (especially their novel predictive success) to their (approximate) truth is commonly 
called the “no miracle argument” (NMA). The NMA has been employed by a number of 
authors and considered “the ultimate argument for scientific realism”.14 In Sect. 4.3 I shall 
point out that it simultaneously supports MR. I will also consider three strictly related 
inferences which do not take as explanandum specifically the success of science and as 
explanans SR, but take as explanandum certain basic phenomena about the physical world 
and knowledge in general, and as explanans both SR and MR. However, they too deserve 
to be called “NMA”, because they argue that the explanandum would be a miracle without 

14 Musgrave (1988). See also Alai (2014a, b).
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the explanans, and scientific realists could hardly use the usual version of the NMA while 
rejecting these versions.

4.1  The NMA from the Stability and Continuity of Sensations

One of these other versions of NMA is the “no miracle argument from the order of sensa-
tions”  (NMAOS). I will argue that it refutes not only Berkleyan phenomenism (the meta-
physical antirealist claim that the physical world is mind‐dependent), but also phenomenist 
verificationism, which as we saw can be consistently combined with ontologic SR.

The  NMAOS considers two explananda: first, certain sensations are constantly accom-
panied by certain others (for instance, the shape, color, taste and scent of peaches; or the 
shape, color, taste and scent of lemons.). Second, sensations are usually stable or change 
gradually. For instance,

I. I bake in the sun on the beach; the temperature is 
pleasantly warm

If I don’t move, after 1″ my sensations are identical or 
imperceptibly different (I don’t feel hot, don’t shiver 
with cold, etc.)

II. In the night I am awake in my bed, in the dark; I 
see only black and hear nothing

If I turn my head 45°, no sensation changes: I don’t 
see any color or light, I don’t hear any sound, etc.

III. A distant car is approaching. Its image con-
stantly grows larger in my visual field by 1/10 per 
second

After 1″ it is 1/10 larger, after 2″ it is 2/10 larger, 
after 3″ it is 3/10 larger, etc.

IV. Moreover, these sensations are shared intersubjectively.

Common sense unconsciously postulates oop to account for the order, stability and con-
tinuity of sensations (OS). Physics, physiology and neuroscience also explain the OS by 
appealing to oop. But if the physical world were mind‐dependent, i.e., if there were just 
sensations, why would they be so stable and orderly? If they had no causes they should be 
random: why in the next second should I have exactly the same sensation or one imper-
ceptibly different, rather than any of, say, 10,000 possible different sensations? If sensa-
tions were mutually independent, the chance of having a smooth sensorial experience for 
1′ would be 1/10,00060, so it should never actually happen in my lifetime; yet it happens all 
the time. Why? If sensations had no common causes, it would be even less likely for them 
to be shared. The only non‐miraculous explanation, concludes the  NMAOS, is that there are 
mind‐independent oop.15

Phenomenists may reply that each one of the 10,00060 series that are possible in 1′ has 
the same probability, and one of them has to take place, so no wonder if just the one we 
experienced (the continuous one) took place. But if sensations were random, it would be 
overwhelmingly probable that in the next minute we would have a different series, and that 
the series would change, perhaps even wildly, every minute. Instead we most often experi-
ence the same series for many minutes in a row. That is, if sensations were random and I 
were lying in bed in the dark, the probability that in the next second I would have the same 
sensations would equal the probability that instead I would have sensations like baking in 
the sun, or sitting in the midst of a volcanic eruption or anything else. So, the phenomen-
ist’s incapacity to explain OS is also an incapacity to make predictions. Berkeley explained 

15 See also Musgrave (1993, ch. 7, § 4) and Alai (2014c, 112).
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all this by God’s miracle. But if we exclude miracles, the only explanation is the mind‐
independent reality of oop. Thus the  NMAOS refutes Berkleyan phenomenism.16

Can phenomenist verificationists do any better? They might explain the OS by holding 
that sensations are caused by ordered and stable oop. For them, though, talking of oop is 
just talking of regular patterns of sensations. Therefore they will not explain the OS, but 
simply restate that sensations are ordered and stable. It might be observed that oop do not 
consist only of ordered and stable sensations, but also of regularly discontinuous sensa-
tions; but I will discuss this with the next form of NMA. Verificationists might also insist 
that talking of oop is talking of sets of actual and possible sensations, so actual ordered 
and stable sensations are explained by appeal to possible sensations. But they understand 
possibility in terms of confirmed empirical laws, whose content is just the past sensations 
by which laws are confirmed; therefore again explanations by possible sensations are noth-
ing more than generalized descriptions of observed phenomena.

Therefore, in order to explain the OS we need to assume the existence of oop without 
any verificationistic reinterpretation. Thus, the  NMAOS refutes phenomenist verification-
ism, a form of MAR with which SR can be coherently associated, as we saw in Sect. 3.

Yet, SR might also be associated with reductionist and assertibility verificationism—
and with further forms of MAR (as we shall see in more detail in Sect. 5). Moreover, the 
 NMAOS is not the version of NMA generally used to support SR; therefore scientific real-
ists might try to save phenomenism and phenomenist verificationism by rejecting it. The 
 NMAOS has the same structure as the usual NMA, viz. the inference to the only non-mirac-
ulous explanation; hence between rejecting the former and using the latter there can be 
some methodological inconsistency, but there is no strict contradiction. Up to this point, 
therefore, we have no conclusive argument against the co‐tenability of SR and MAR. 
Greater difficulties, however, come with another version of the NMA.

4.2  The NMA from Regular Discontinuities

Obviously oop undergo regular changes; they behave regularly, i.e., they obey laws. In phe-
nomenistic terms, this is to say that sensations display not just continuity, but also regular 
discontinuities: liquid water regularly and invariantly becomes solid at 0°, and it becomes 
gaseous at 100° (in phenomenistic terms liquid‐water sensations always turn into ice sensa-
tions in concomitance with 0° sensations; etc.). As remarked by Kant (1781‒1787, 1083 
[A765/B793]), sunlight softens wax, but it hardens clay: always so, never the opposite. Fire 
regularly burns wood, not metals; iron filings regularly follow certain patterns around a 
magnet, etc. Moreover, minds have no influence on these changes which might account for 
their regularity.

Science explains the regularity of change by claiming that there are ue, and it explains 
the phenomenological laws governing change by constructing theories which describe the 
nature and behavior of those ue. The capacity of theories to explain phenomenological laws 
speaks for their truth, but this is a simple inference to the best explanation, not a NMA: for 
instance, it would not be a miracle that water becomes solid at 0° and gaseous at 100°, etc., 
if the kinetic molecular theory of matter states was false, for there would be a different true 

16 Granted, there may be another way to resist phenomenism, i.e., arguing for direct realism. But if the real-
ist is not a direct realist, or s/he cannot persuade phenomenists to accept this view, s/he can at least argue for 
indirect realism through the  NMAOS.
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theory to explain it. However, if ue didn’t exist at all, we would be left without any expla-
nation for these regular changes. So, this argument can be used as a NMA from regular 
discontinuities  (NMARD) for the existence of ue.

In contrast, Berkelyan phenomenism cannot offer a non-miraculous explanation of regu-
lar discontinuities, because on the one hand it doesn’t admit the existence of ue, as we 
saw—and on the other hand it has no other explanation of observable regularities, except 
God’s miracle.

As for verificationists, of course they accept the letter of the scientific account, but in 
their re-interpretation it loses all its explanatory power. In fact, for phenomenist verifica-
tionists talk of ue is just talk of sets of APS, while for reductionist verificationists it reduces 
to talk about oop. Therefore these kinds of verificationists cannot explain the regular dis-
continuities in the behavior of oop by appeal to ue: although their account literally sounds 
like an explanation of observable regularities in terms of unobservable regularities, it is 
actually just a redescription of those same observable regularities.

Assertibility verificationists cannot explain regular discontinuities either, because for 
them talking of ue is just talking of the (inter)subjective conditions in which ue‐sentences 
are assertible. That is, for them to say “There is a magnetic field here and now” (or “An 
atom has decayed here and now”, etc.) means simply “Asserting that there is a magnetic 
field (or that an atom has decayed, etc.) here and now is licensed by the rules governing 
assertions in scientific and more generally linguistic practice”. In substance, this is like 
saying “Everything is as if there were a magnetic field here and now”, or “Everything is as 
if an atom had decayed here and now”. But as pointed out by Musgrave (2006‒7), “There 
is a magnetic field” explains why the iron filings produce a certain pattern, but “It is as if 
there were a magnetic field” does not. Objective states of things explain, while epistemic 
or (inter)subjective states do not, since it might be assertible that there is a magnetic field, 
even if there is none; moreover, even if the magnetic field is there, iron filings produce a 
certain pattern because the magnetic field is there, not because it is assertible that it is: our 
linguistic practices have no causal influence on reality.

As before, verificationists might reply that speaking of a certain kind of ue is speaking 
of a very large and probably open number of observable regularities (all those in which ue 
of that sort are supposed to play a causal role). Therefore, even when verificationistically 
reinterpreted, talking of ue effectively explains phenomena because it accounts for each 
particular regularity by appealing to a whole set of regularities.

However, unless the ue in question are taken seriously as something more than and dif-
ferent from those observable regularities, there is nothing that links any one of these regu-
larities to all the others, so one of them cannot be explained by all the others. For instance, 
we explain that water freezes at 0° because at 0° molecules have such and such mean 
kinetic energy, etc. But if ‘molecules’ is reinterpreted in terms of observable regularities, 
this explanation amounts to saying that water freezes at 0° because water freezes at 0°, and 
it boils at 100°, and wood burns, and metals melt, and so on for all regularities which are 
usually accounted for by molecules.

Thus the  NMARD establishes the existence of ue and refutes verificationism in one fell 
swoop.17 Therefore scientific realists who use it must accept semantic MR. In order to 
avoid MR they must not only support the existence of ue without using the  NMARD, but 
also reject the  NMARD, which is quite difficult—especially if they simultaneously use the 

17 This argument is closely related to that in Putnam (1978b, 107–111).
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standard form of the NMA (se Sect. 4.2). But again, without the standard NMA they could 
hardly resist the antirealist arguments from empirical underdetermination and pessimistic 
meta‐induction. Therefore the conjunction of scientific realist existence claims with seman-
tic MAR (or with semantic agnosticism), even if logically coherent, is indefensible.

4.3  The NMA from Novel Predictions

The standard version of the NMA argues that SR is the only non-miraculous explanation 
of the success of science, especially of its predictive success. Therefore I shall call this ver-
sion “no miracle argument from novel predictions”  (NMANP). The  NMANP is stronger than 
the  NMARD, because it shows that the success of novel predictions would be a miracle not 
only if ue didn’t exist (like the  NMARD), but also if our theories about them were substan-
tially false.

The  NMANP contends that theories make predictions which, in addition to turning out 
true, are so bold (precise and informative, i.e., a priori improbable) and so different from 
everything we know that one would consider them unpredictable; therefore it would be a 
miracle if theories were not at least approximately true. Newton’s gravitation theory pre-
dicted the existence and orbit of Neptune, Mendeleev’s periodic theory predicted the exist-
ence and properties of new chemical elements, the atomic theory predicted the incredible 
power of atomic energy, Special Relativity predicted the retard of clocks in motion, Gen-
eral Relativity predicted the gravitational lens, and the Big Bang theory predicted the back-
ground radiation. These are just some of the most startling instances of novel predictions.

Antirealists may object that it is no wonder that a certain theory T (together with vari-
ous auxiliary assumptions  A1 …  An) entails a certain novel prediction np, since entailment 
is simply a matter of logic; nor do we need to explain why np is true, for that is simply 
because of the way the world is. Moreover, the fact that T has a true consequence does not 
show that T is true, because false theories can have true consequences. In fact, since for 
any subject the truth is one and the falsities are countless, among the theories entailing np 
for any true one there are many more false ones, hence the chance is that T is false.

However, it is also the case that for any false theory that entails np there are count-
less more that do not: the more a prediction is bold and improbable, the fewer the possi-
ble false theories entailing it. Therefore, if theories were picked randomly, in typical cases 
the chance to get a false theory entailing such a prediction would be practically null. For 
instance, the magnetic moment of the electron was predicted by quantum electrodynamics 
to be 1.159652359 × 10−12, and eventually found to be 1.159652410 × 10−12: the chance of 
getting such an extraordinary precision was as low as 5 × 10−8 (Wright 2002, 143–144).

Hence, it would be a miracle if by chance scientists had found a false theory entailing 
np. The only non‐miraculous explanation is that the theory T actually implying np was 
found not by chance, but on purpose and by a reliable method. How is this possible? Again, 
the only possible answer is that (a) scientists look for true and informationally rich theo-
ries, (b) the scientific method allows such theories to be discovered sufficiently often, and 
(c) in the case at hand they found one informationally rich enough and close enough to the 
truth to entail np.18

This explanation can be further detailed as follows: a novel phenomenon np is typically 
predicted by T with the help of a number of auxiliary assumptions  A1 …  An, which in 

18 White (2003, 659–664) and Alai (2014a, 299–300, 2014b, 113–114).
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turn are the consequences of a number of accepted theories  T1 …  Tn. Each of these theo-
ries T,  T1 …  Tn was built to account for a different body of previously known phenomena 
(KP,  KP1…KPn respectively). Moreover, T,  T1 …  Tn are mutually independent and often 
from different disciplines.19 The known phenomena KP,  KP1…KPn are also from disparate 
domains and very different, not only among themselves, but also from np: they are so dif-
ferent that per se they do not suggest np or give it any likelihood. How, then, does it happen 
that T with  A1 …  An predicts precisely np, rather than any of the infinitely many potential 
but unreal phenomena potp1 … potp∞?

T A1...........An

T1...........Tn

PHENOMENA KP KP1..........KPn pot.p1........np........pot.p∞

The only non-miraculous answer is that T,  T1 …  Tn are at least partly correct descrip-
tions of unobservable systems US,  US1 …  USn which individually cause the known bod-
ies of phenomena KP,  KP1…KPn respectively, and jointly cause the novel phenomenon np 
(Alai 2014a, 316–318).

19 See Kosso (1992, ch. 9).
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Verificationsts cannot reproduce this explanation, because if T,  T1 …  Tn are reinter-
preted verificationistically, they simply describe the bodies of phenomena KP,  KP1…KPn 
which confirm them (for reductionist verificationism), or the corresponding sensations (for 
phenomenist verificationism). However, since those phenomena are so different from np, 
there would be no reason why the conjunction of their descriptions implied np. Instead, for 
assertibility verificationists T,  T1 …  Tn simply say that it is assertible that the unobservable 
systems US,  US1 …  USn exist. In practice, they say that everything is as if those systems 
were real. But if US,  US1 …  USn were not actually there to jointly cause np, it would 
remain a miraculous coincidence that np actually took place as predicted by T and  A1 … 
 An.

Thus, successful novel predictions can be explained only by claiming that successful 
theories are basically right about ue, and by interpreting this claim realistically (i.e., by SR 
plus semantic MR). Therefore the  NMANP too supports both scientific realism and seman-
tic metaphysical realism at once, so forbidding SR from joining with MAR or with agnosti-
cism. If one tried to reject the  NMANP in order to preserve agnosticism or MAR, then one 
couldn’t use it to support SR. Hence, SR without MR, albeit coherent, is indefensible.20

5  Scientific Realism and Epistemic Metaphysical Antirealism

Ontologic MR holds that things have objective properties, relations, nature, structure or 
constitution (in short, properties). ‘Objective’ means that these properties are what they are 
independently of the knowing subject: they are not just a product of the sensations, percep-
tions, conceptualizations or thoughts by which they are apprehended. Moreover, epistemic 

20 See also Musgrave (1993 ch. 7 § 4).
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MR holds that we can Sknow those objective properties, where ‘Sknow’ entails that our 
beliefs actually refer to things and are true in the correspondence sense. As pointed out 
above, epistemic MR entails ontologic MR, and it amounts to claiming that we can know 
how things are “in themselves”. Epistemic MAR is often (appropriately enough) called 
“constructivism”, for it holds that theories and descriptions are our own “constructions”, 
which do not stand in a correspondence relation to the independent properties of things 
(hence are not Ctrue). Thus, for constructivism either there are no objective properties or 
they cannot be Sknown. This is why for Putnam (2012, 101) the second component of MR 
is the denial of “conceptual relativity” (i.e., of constructivism). The question is: Can one 
consistently hold SR without holding epistemic MR, or even straightforwardly embracing 
constructivism? Further, could one defend such a joint position?

There are basically two arguments for constructivism: one from perception and concep-
tualization, and one from verificationism. The former was employed in different forms by 
Kant, Puntam and Goodman. They argued that the subjective input to knowledge, already 
in perception, but more importantly in conceptualization, is inextricable from the objective 
input. Thus, besides perceiving things with properties that they do not have in themselves, 
in thought we carve things up and arrange them into relations (of space, time and perhaps 
others) in ways which do not correspond to how they are carved out and related in them-
selves.21 This is to say that the properties of known things (of things as we know them) are 
not objective, but just (inter)subjective.

The argument from verificationism has been used by Putnam, couched in his “ideal 
assertibility” version of verificationism: according to it to say that subject s has property P 
actually meant that it is ideally assertible that s has P: i.e., that at the ideal limit of research 
it will be appropriate by the rules governing our linguistic practice to assert that s has P. 
It follows that language cannot speak of anything objective, but only of (inter)subjective 
ideal assertibility conditions22; it cannot say that things are so and so, but that at the ideal 
limit of research everything would be as if things were so and so. Therefore even if things 
have objective properties we can’t refer to them or describe them. Hence objective proper-
ties cannot be Sknown, nor claimed to be Sknown, hence epistemic MR is both false and 
inexpressible.23

Whichever argument is used, constructivism is compatible with the non‐metaphysical 
claim that things can be Wknown, in the sense that we can have beliefs about the (inter)sub-
jective properties of things, and those beliefs can be well confirmed, intersubjectively valid 
and stable, i.e., at least approximately (ideally) assertible.24 For Kant this held because our 
perceptual and conceptual schemes are valid and compelling for all human beings; for later 
authors this holds because, although conceptual schemes may change, given any one con-
ceptual scheme, everybody must agree to the well founded claims made within that scheme 
(this is why Putnam termed his position “internal realism”).

21 If in themselves they are carved out or related in any way at all (Alai 1994, 65–72). For Kant things are 
necessarily rearranged in this subjective way because otherwise we couldn’t have synthetic a priori judg-
ments. For Putnam’s argument see (1977, 130–135, 1978c). For Goodman’s argument see (1978, chs. 2, 7). 
See Alai (1994, ch. 3).
22 See footnote 10.
23 Putnam calls it “incoherent” and “unintelligible”. Verificationism in turn is supported by the “model 
theoretic” argument against realist reference (Putnam 1977, 124–130, especially 127, 1981, ch. 2, 3).
24 In fact, Kant claimed that knowledge is “objective” just by weakening the sense of ‘objective’ to mean 
precisely these epistemic virtues: Kant (1783, § 18 (IV, 298)) and Agazzi (2014, 51–57).
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Putnam joined constructivism (epistemic MAR) with SR by holding that although we 
cannot Sknow anything, we can Wknow ue (just as we know oop and possibly other things): 
that is, we can build theories that are at least approximately true in some epistemic sense of 
truth, i.e., well confirmed, intersubjectively valid and stable (1977, 135‒138). Albeit weak, 
this claim about ue counts as realist in opposition to a SAR holding that ue cannot even be 
Wknown, based on the classic antirealist arguments: that theories about ue are much less 
supported by experience than beliefs about oop; that they are empirically underdetermined, 
hence never sufficiently confirmed; and that the pessimistic meta‐induction shows that they 
will all be rejected sooner or later. Thus, SR may consistently be held without epistemic 
MR, or be coupled with constructivist MAR; but again, we’ll see that defending this sort of 
stand is quite another matter.

6  Metaphysical Antirealism and Herbart’s NMA

Against Kant’s constructivism Johann Friedrich Herbart used what we might call a “no 
miracle argument from the applicability of schemes"  (NMAAS). According to Kant there is 
nothing in the world in itself that corresponds to our a priori forms of intuition (space and 
time) and thought (categories). But if Kant were right, we would be completely free to sub-
sume any content of experience (sensation or perception) under any form at will. Instead, 
we always subsume them to the same forms or categories, and we feel we have no choice 
in this. For example, why must we necessarily conceptualize two phenomena A and B as 
cause and effect respectively, rather than the other way around, or as in reciprocal action, or 
as substance and accident respectively, or vice versa?

One might answer that our conceptualization is based on the observation that B imme-
diately follows A in time and is contiguous to it in space. But for Kant time and space are 
also subjective forms of intuition; therefore, why do we always perceive B immediately 
after A, and not the other way around? Why do we always perceive B as contiguous to A, 
and not far apart from it?25

The only non-miraculous explanation for why the world can be organized and concep-
tualized by us in a determinate consistent way is that it has objective features, and although 
they may be very different from how we experience and represent them, they supply the 
criteria for the application of our forms, concepts or schemes—so that conceptualization 
“mimics” the structure of the world (or more precisely, corresponds to it).26 Schlick also 
noticed that the world and our representation of it must have the same multiplicity, so that 
any difference in the latter must correspond to a difference in the former. This means that 
we can Sknow the world, i.e., there can be an at least structural correspondence between it 
and our descriptions.27 Kant himself acknowledged that the fact that the light of the Sun 
softens the wax but hardens the clay is something we cannot anticipate, for it must be 
decided by things in themselves.28

In constructing his “new riddle of induction” Nelson Goodman assumed that our con-
cepts are utterly arbitrary collections of things, reflecting no objective similarities or 

25 This is often described as Kant’s “schematism” problem. See e.g. the detailed discussion in Ferraris 
(2004, 117–126).
26 Herbart (1813, 222 ff.), Parrini (2011, 60) and Alai (2014c, 114–115, 2017, 18–19).
27 Schlick (1932a, 238) and Parrini (2011, 61).
28 Kant (1781–1787, 1083 [A765./B793]), Parrini (2011, 63–64) and Alai (1994, 82–89).
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differences among things in themselves. Yet, his own brilliant discussion of odd predicates 
like ‘grue’ and ‘bleen’ implicitly shows that this has an absurd consequence: if he were 
right, things would suddenly change colors (and indeed any other property) without any 
cause, at random times, over and over.29

If conceptualization does not obey objective constraints, why is it that when we classify 
things (say, this thing as green, that thing as a tree) we don’t feel we are acting arbitrarily? 
And most importantly, why do our classifications yield true predictions? For instance, if 
‘lemon’ and ‘sour’ are just arbitrary collections we make, not corresponding to any sub-
ject‐independent property or distinction, why whenever I classify something as a lemon 
do I also find that I have to classify its taste as sour? Couldn’t I occasionally classify it as 
sweet or salty? Further, why can I trust that the same will generally happen in the future? 
The only explanation is that in conceptualization we are free to conventionally draw the 
boundaries of kinds, but we can draw them consistently only because we follow objective 
similarities and differences in the world itself.30

If we were utterly free to shape known reality, it would be inexplainable why reality 
stubbornly resists us, often surprising us and even contradicting our expectations, and why 
it places basically the same constraints on the behavior of creatures as epistemically differ-
ent as humans, dogs, worms and ivy.31

Constructivism is also refuted by the NMA from novel predictions  (NMANP), along 
with phenomenism: the novel phenomenon np predicted by a theory T in conjunction with 
auxiliary assumptions derived from theories  T1…  Tn is so different from the known phe-
nomena KP and  KP1…  KPn that it could not have been guessed merely by taking a cue 
from them. Hence novel predictions are possible only if theories are at least partially Ctrue 
about certain objective unobservable mechanisms which cause the old phenomena and (as 
we find out) the new one. If, though, conceptualization didn’t in any way correspond with 
objective properties of the world, theories couldn’t capture those unobservable mecha-
nisms, so novel predictions would be impossible.

This refutes constructivism (and once again verificationism, for it entails constructiv-
ism), establishing epistemic MR. Therefore SR without epistemic MR is indefensible, even 
if consistent. One could avoid epistemic MR by trying (I don’t know how) to reject the 
 NMAAS and the  NMANP, but then one wouldn’t be able to defend SR in the face of the 
antirealist arguments from empirical underdetermination and pessimistic meta‐induction. 
Sankey (2008, 137‒141) examines two further formulations of the NMA, also conclud-
ing that certain metaphysical assumptions are required by a realist explanation of scientific 
success.

29 Goodman (1954) and Alai (1991).
30 Alai (1994, 2017, 9–11, 18–19, 118–148) and Eco (2012).
31 Ferraris (2012, 39–41, 48–51) and Eco (2012). For further points which are unexplainable unless our 
schematization of the world hinges on some of it objective properties see Ferraris (2004, 74, 78, 85, 90, 
99–100, 115–117, passim).
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7  Conclusion

In a very conspicuous sense SR is the claim that the specific doubts concerning ue (at least 
prima facie different from those concerning MR) can be resisted, hence ue are ontologi-
cally, semantically and epistemically as real as anything else—i.e. enjoy the highest avail-
able degree of reality. In this sense SR and MR are logically independent. I have pointed 
out that this allows us to make sense of Putnam’s and others’ association of some typical 
scientific realist claims concerning existence, truth and knowledge with metaphysical anti-
realist doctrines like verificationism and constructivism.

However I contended that SR cannot be effectively defended without MR. In fact, I 
examined four forms of the NMA, arguing that none of them can support SR without also 
supporting MR. Scientific realists wishing to embrace verificationism or constructivism, or 
simply to avoid MR, should try to refute the NMA, but then they wouldn’t be able to sup-
port SR. In fact, without MR, SR reduces to the thesis that scientific theories are confirma-
ble beyond reasonable doubt and will be preserved through the future developments of sci-
ence. In other words, when understood non-metaphysically, claims about the existence and 
properties of ue simply say that theories about them are verified in some suitable sense. 
However, without the NMA these claims cannot be defended in the face of the antireal-
ist arguments from the empirical underdetermination of theories and the pessimistic meta‐
induction. Therefore, on the one hand MR is not a superfluous or merely optional addition 
to SR: even if not required for its consistency, it is needed to defend it. On the other hand, 
supplementing SR by MR has no additional argumentative costs, for the two are supported 
simultaneously by the same arguments.

In general, realism about X is the claim that X is really as it appears to be, in spite of 
possible doubts. Therefore realists must argue that the appearance is not merely an appear-
ance—an empty or wrong semblance. However, to show that the appearance corresponds 
to reality—unless it is immediately obvious—one needs abduction, of which the NMA is 
the strongest form. As a result, the divide between realists and antirealists is marked by 
their attitude toward abduction, and realisms of different kinds tend to stick together, for 
they must fall on the same side of that divide.
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